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In this paper (part one of a trilogy), we introduce the concept of a discriminat-
ing family of regular algebraic curves (real, nonsingular and connected). Several dis-
criminating families are obtained by different characterizations of the zero contours of
the Bernstein-Bezier (BB) form of bivariate polynomials over the plane triangle and
quadrilateral. Algorithms for the graphics display of these regular curve families are
also provided.
1 Introduction
We consider regular algebraic curves defined by a real polynomial equation f(x, y) = 0 in
Bernsteln-Bezier (BB) form over a plane triangle or a quadrilateral. By regular, we mean
that the real curve is continuous and smooth in the given domain. Notwithstanding the over-
whelming popularity of parametric curves in computer aided geometric design (CAGD), one
is increasingly aware that curves defined by implicit equations are more suitable for certain
CAGD operations than parametric curves [1]. The primary drawback for the Widespread
use of the implicit algebraic curveS is that the real curve may have singularities (cuspidal
cubic), and may be disconnected (e.g. hyperbola) in a given region of the plane. In this
paper (part I of III), we focus on isolating a regular piece of algebraic curve that is defined
on a given triangle or a given quadrilateral in the BB (Bernstein Bezier) form. We introduce
the concept of a discriminating family of regular algebraic curve segments (real, nonsingular
and connected). Several discriminating families are obtained by different characterizations
of the Bernstein-Bezier (BB) form of the implicitly defined bivariate polynomials over the
plane triangle and the quadrilateral. In parts II and III of this trilogy of papers, we con-
sider the problems of interpolation and approximation by splines of regular algebraic curve
segments[15] and their applications in scattered and dense data fitting[16] .
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The main difficulties of dealing with real algebraic curves are problems of curve singular-
ities and dlscontinulties. In attempts to overcome these difficulties, Sederberg [12] charac-
terized the coefficients of the BB (Bernstein-Bezier) form of an implicitly defined bivariate
polynomial on a triangle in such a way that if the coefficients on the lines that parallel to
one side, say L, of the triangle all increase (or decrease) monotonically in the same direction,
then any line parallel to L will intersect the algebraic curve segment at most once. In [13],
Sederberg, Zhao and Zundel give another siniilar characterization which guarantees the sin-
gle sheeted property of their TPAC by requiring that PiO ;::: 0, that fJoi, {Jm-1,i ~ 0 and that
the directional derivative of PAC (piecewise algebraic curves) with respect to any direction
s :::: o:u be non-zero withln the triangle domain, here (Jij denotes the Bezier coefficient. Pa-
pers [6, 7] of Paluszny and Patterson constructs C1 and C2 continuous cubic algebraic splines
by using the cubic F(00,01,0:2) :::: ,82010:60:2 +,81020:00:~ - f31200:00'? - ,80210:i02 +fJlll0:00:10'2
with {J20l > 0, {J102 > 0, {J120 > 0, fJon > 0, and (0:0,0:1,0:2) being barycentric coordinates.
All the above characterizations dealing with BB triangles can be regarded as special cases
of (2] in which the coefficients of the BB form has a one-time sign change. The present
paper is an extension of our paper [2] for dealing with the BB form on the triangle and the
quadrilateral. For the BB [arm on the quadrilateral, a characterization for single sheeted
purpose is given in [8] and similar to Sederberg's in [13]. In particular, if the coefficients
increase or decrease monotonically in x or y direction, then any line that is parallel to x or y
axis will intersect the curve at most once. This is again a special case of our characlerization
in this paper_
2 Preliminary and Discriminating Families
Let Pi :::: (Xi, Yif E JR.2 for i :::: 0,1, .. " k. Then [POPI ... Pk] denotes the closed convex hull
of {Pi}f=o. That is, [POP1 ...Pk]:::: {p E JR.2 ;.p:::: 2:~=0 aiPi,O ~ 0;::; 1, 2:7=00'i = I}. IT
0< 0i < 1, then the set defined is the open convex hull of {Pi}f=o, denoted by (POPt ... Pk).
IT 0i E (-00,00), then the set defined is the affine hull of {Pi}f=o, denoted by (PoPr, .. ·Pk).
If k = 2 and Po, PI and pz are affine independent, then [POP1P2] is a triangle and (00, at, (2)T
is known as barycentric coordinate which relates with (x, Yf by
["0 ]= [ y, - Y2, X2 - Xl] [X - X2] / l>(PO,P"P2) (2.1)a1 yz-yo, XO-X2 Y-Y2
with 6.(Po, Pl,P2) = det [~O PIt P
1
2 ]. On a triangle, the algebraic curve will be defined by
the zero contour of F( ao, al, (2) = Li+j+k=n (JijkBijk( ao, a1> (2) with Bijk(ao, aI, (2) =
i!.i!~!abo{a~. IT k = 3 and any three of Pi(i = 0,1,2,3) are affine independent, then
[POPIP2P3] is a quadrilateral. We shall assume PO,Pl,P3 and P2 are clockwise, and map
[PoPrP2P3] to the unit square S = [0,1] X[0,1] in the uv-plane by
P = (Po +P3 - PI - P2)UV + (P2 - Po)u + (PI - Po)v +Po (2.2)
If Po +P3 = Pl +P2, Le., [POPtP2P3] is a parallelogram, (2.2) is linear. On a quadrilateral, the
algebraic curve will be defined by the zero contour of G(u, v) = 2:i::o 2:j=o ,8ijBi(u)Bj(v)
with Bi(s) = C~si(l- s)n-i.
2
The following lemma is important in proving the regularity of the algebraic curve seg-
ments.
Lemma 2.1. Let J(s) = Li=oPiBi(s). If there exist an integer k(O < k < n) such
that Pi ;:: 0 Jor i = D,···,k - 1 and Pi ~ D for i = k + 1,···,n, and there is at least
one strict inequality in each set of the inequalities, then for any real a > 0, the junction
fa(s) = L;=o fJi[Bi(s )]a has only one zero in the interval (0, 1).
Proof. IT 0' = 1, the lemma follows from the variation diminishing property(see [5], pp54).
Since Jcz(s) = (1- s),,"czL;=oc,x; with Ci = (c~)afJi, x = C~3)CZ E (0,00). Under the
assumption of the lemma, the sequence Co, CI, .•. , en has a one time sign change. It follows
from Descartes sign rule that the function L;=o Cjx i has only one zero in (0,00). Therefore,
fcz(s) has only one zero in (0,1). <)
Lemma 2.2. L:7=o~;[B?(s)l"~ 0(01' > 0) on [0,1], if and only ifL:?=o~;(C:.J"-1B?(s) ~
O(OT> 0) on [0, 1], where Q > O.




n . sia (1 _ s)(n-ijcz
- [SO + (1- s)"]n" ~'(C' )"~-;,-~~~-"'--.,.::.J-~~
- ~ , n [so + (1- s)"]; [so + (1- s)"]n
n
= [SO + (1- s)"r L~;(C~r'B?(t)
;=0
The lemma follows directly from this equality.
Definition 2.1. For a given triangle or quadrilateral R, let R I and R 2 be two closed
boundaries of R and let D = {As(x,y) = ,(x,y) - sb(x,y) = 0: s E [0, In be an algebraic
curve family with s as a parameter and b(x, y) > 0 on R \ {RI , R2 } such that
1. R, nR2 = 0.
2. Each curve in D passes through R I and R2 •
3. Each curve in D is regular in the interior of R.
4. For 'rip E R \ {RIo Rd, there exists one and only one s E [0, IJ such that A 3 (p) = o.
Then we say D is a discriminating family on R, denoted by D(R, R I , R 2 ).
Figure 2.1 shows four examples of discriminating families.
Definition 2.2. For a given discriminating family D(R,R Io R 2), let f(x,y) be a bivariate
polynomial (or C 1 continuous function on R \ {R I ,R2}). If the curve f( x, y) = 0 intersects
with each curve in D(R, Rio R2 ) only once in the interior of R, we say the curve J = 0
is regular(or smooth) with respect to D(R, RI , R2 ) (concisely stated as being D( R, RI , R2)
regular)).
Here we need to make the meaning of intersect once precise. Let p. = (x·, y.)T be a
point on the curve A3 (x,y) = O. Since the curve is regular, we can represent it locally as
y = h(x)( or x = g(y)) in the neighborhood of p•. The term intersect once means x· is a
single zero of f(x,h(x)).
It is easy to show that a D(R,RIo R2 ) regular (or D(R, R}, R2) smooth) curve f = 0 is
regular (or smooth). In fact, if 'V f = 0 at a point (x·, y.)T on the curve, then x" will be a









Figure 2.1: (a) The Lines D1i (b) The Quadratic Family Dzi (c) The Lines D3; (d) The
Hyperbolic Family D 4 .
the function defined in the above paragraph. Therefore D(R, R t , R2) regular is a sufficient
condition of regularity.
3 Regular Curve Segments
Now we give some discriminating families and characterize the regular curve segments de-
fined on a triangle or a quadrilateral by these families.
Theorem 3.1. For the triangle [POPIP2], let D 1 ([POPIP'l],P2, [POPI]) = {at - s(ao +0'1) =
0: s E [0, I]}, then D1 ([POPIPZ], pz, [poPID is a discliminating family. Let F( aD, aI, 0:2) =
Li+j+1.:=n {3ijkB i}k( lXo,ll'll 0'2) and Bk(S) = Li+j=n-k f3ijkBj-k(s), then if there exists an
integer 1(0 < I < n) such that Ek(S) ;::: 0 for all s E [0,1] and k < I; Ek(S) $ 0 for all
S E (0,1] and k > land Lt:}oBk(s) > 0, Lk:=/+lBk(S) < 0 on (0,1), then the curve
F(ao, all (2) = 0 is DI([POPIP2],P2, [POPI]) regular.
Proof. DI([POPIP2],P2, [POPI]) consists of straight lines(see Figure 2.1(a)) in the triangle
[POPIP2] that connect the point P2 and all the points on [POPl]. Hence it obviously is a
discriminating family. For a given s E [0,1], let








F( ) "n" f3 n! i -j k0'0, (};I, (};2 = L...k:=O L...i+j:=n-k ijk i!j!k! (};OLrI 0'2
= Lk:=O Bk(t) Li+j:=n-k f3iikBj-k( S)
= L:~=O Bk(S)B;;(t)
For a given s, since Bk(S) ~ 0 for k < L, Bk(S) ~ 0 for k > I and there is a strict inequality
in each of them, F(ao, aI, (};2) = 0 ha.<> exactly one root t E (0, 1) by Lemma 2.1. This (s, t)
will gives us unique (ao, ai, a2) by (3.2). 0
4
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Figure 3.1: The Dt ([POPtP2],P2, [PoPt]) regular curves
Note that a sufficient condition for a Bernstein polynomial L:i=oJ3iBr(S) to be non-
negative on [0,1] is that the coefficients fJi are nonnegative. Hence we have the following
corollary:
Corollary 3.1(see Theorem 3.1 of [2]). For the triangle [POPtP2], let F(aO,Ctt,Q;2) =
Li+i+k=n {3;jkB ijk(Qo, at, a:2), then if there exists an integer leO < I < n) such that {3ijk ;:::
0, for k < land (Jijk :::; 0 for k > I and there is al least one sirict inequality in each set
of the inequalities, then the curve F(Qo, at, 0:2) = 0 is D t ([POPtP2]. P2, [PoPt]) regular.
The D 1([poPrP2],P2, [PoPt]) regular curves are between the point P2 and the line segment
[Poptl and away from P2(if (JOOn i 0) and the open line (Popt}(scc Figure 3.1(a)). They can
pass through Po and/or PI (see Figure 3.1(b)) and furthermore, the curves can be tangent
with the line [PoPz] and/or the line [PIP2] at Po and/or PI (see Figure 3.1(c)).
Theorem 3.2. Let DZ([POPIPZ],Pl,P2) = {(I - s)QlaZ - sa6 = °: s E [0, In, then
DZ([POPIPZ], PI, P2) is a discriminating family. Let F( 0:0,0:1, az) = L:Zi+i+k=2m f32"ikBii,ik
) () " (m-n)!(n+k)!(m-k)! m+n().(aO' al,a2 and Bn s = L.J (2 _. _ k)' ·Ik' f32m-i-k,ikBn+k s, then if there
i-k=Zn m) .)..
exists an integer 1(-m < 1 < m) such that Bn(s) ::; 0 for all s E [0,1] and n < 1; En(s) ~ 0
fm' all s E [0,1] and n > 1; and L~d-m Bn(s) < 0, L::=I+I Bn(s) > 0 on (0, I), then the
curve F( ao, aI, az) = 0 is DZ([POPIP2], Plo P2) regular.
Proof. DZ([POPIP2],P.,P2) consists of quadratics(see Figure 2.1(b)). It is easy to see that
it is a discdmlnating family. Now we prove the regularity of the curve defined in the
theorem. The case s = 0, when the curve in DZ([POPIPZ],Pl,PZ) degenerates to straight
lines at = 0 and az = 0, need to be considered separately. For instance, if the coefficients
f32i,O,2m-2i, i = 0,1,···, m has a one time sign change, we let 0:1 = 0, and then
m
F(ao, 0'1, az) = L: f32i.O,kBi~o,kCno, 0, 1- ao) = L: f3zi,o,zm-ziBii(ao)
Zi+k=2m i=O
(3.3){:
Hence the equation F(ao, at, (2) = F( 0:0,0, 1 - no) = 0 with 0:0 as unknown has one root
in [0,1]. The case that f3zi,zm-zi,o,i = 0,1,· ··,m has a one time sign change is similar.







Figure 3.2: Quadrilateral and Unit Square
Then it follows from the second equality of (3.3) that III = (1- ao)(1 - t), 0'2 = tel - ao).
Substituting these into the first equality of (3.3), we have (1- 8)(1 - t)t(1 - ao? = 80'5_




JS + ,1(1 8)11 t)t
Js(1-t 2
JS + ,1(1- 8)(1- t)t
JSi'i
(3.4)
JS + ,1(1- s)(l- t)t
For j - k = 2n(that is j +k = 2n +2k),
(2m j k)'j!k! (JS + ,1(1 - s)(l - t)t)2m
(m - n)'(n + k)l(m - k)! B::':;(s)B;'''.:n(t)
(2m j k)!j!k! (JS+J(1-s)(1-t)t)2m
Then
m
L L f32m-i-k,jkBi:::_j_k,jk( ao, 0:1, (2)
n=oo-mj_k=2n
1 ;z'-. B (s)B2m (t)
(JS+J(1-s)(1-t)t)2mn~m n m-n
(3.5)
It follows from the assumption of the theorem that, for a given 5, Bn(.s) :::; 0 for n < t,
Bn(s) 2:: 0 for n > 1 and there is a strict inequality in each of them. Then by Lemma 2.1
F(O:O,D:t 1 0'2) = 0 has exactly one root t E (0,1) for any given s E (0,1]. This (s,t) will
gives us the unlque (O'Q, lll, Ct2) by (3.4). 0
Just as Corollary 3.1 from Theorem 3.1, we have similarl corollaries from Theorem 3.2
and the Theorems 3.3, 3.4 below. We do not repeat them here.
Now we consider the algebraic curve f(x, y) = 0 defined on a four sided polygon
[POPIPZP3] (see Figure 3.2). We shall characterize the coefficients (or weights) {Jij such
that the curve G(u, v) = E~o Ej=o {Jij Brcu)Bj(v) = 0 in the unit square S is a regular





























Figure 3.3: The D 3 regular curves
Theorem 3.3. Let D3([POPIP,P3], [PoP,], [P,P3]) = {v =" 'E [0, In, then D3([POPIP,P3],
[POPl] , [P2P3]) is a discriminating jamily( see Figure 2.1(e)). Let G(u, v) = L:~o L7=0 fiij
Bf'(u)B'l(v) and B;(s) = 'Lj=of3ijB'l(S). If there exists an integer 1 (0 < I < m) such
that B,(s) :S 0 for all, E [0,1] and 0 :S i < I; B,(,) 2: 0 for all, E [0,1] and 1 <
i::S; m and I:t:6Bi(S) < 0, L:~I+lB;(s) > 0 on (0,1), then the cWlJe G(u,v) = 0 is
D3([POPIP,P3], [PaP'], [P,P3]) regular.
Similar conclusions holds for the D3 «(POPIP2P3], [POP2], [PtP3]) discriminating family. The
proof of the theorem is similar to the triangl~ case (see the proof of Theorem 3.1, we do not
repeat 1t here).
The D3([POPIP2P3). (POPI], (P2P3]) regular curves are between the line [QOg1] and the line
(q2q3] (see Figure 3.3(a)). They can pass through qo or ql or q2 or Q3(see Figure 3.3(b))and
furthermore, the curves can be tangent with the edges at the vertices(see Figure 3.3(c-d)).
The abDve theorem implies that if the weights have a Dne time sign change in the u or v
direction, then curve inside the unit square is regular. The next theorem says that this
conclusion is true, if the weights have Dne time sign change in the diagonal direction.
Theorem 3.4. Let D,([POPIP,P3],PO,P3) = {(1-,)u(l-v)-,(l-u)v ~ 0, s E [0, Ill, then
D4 ([PoPlP2Pa], Po, Pa) is a d£scriminating family. Let Bk(s) = L~o C!nC~-i,8i,k_iB:+~i_k(·~)·
IJthcrcexists anintegerl (0 < I < m+n) such that Bk(S) ::; O/oraUs E [0,1] undO::; k < 1,-
Bk(S) ;::: 0 for all s E[0,1] and I < k ::; m +n, and L~-::~ Bk(s) < 0, Lrd/t.l Bk(S) > 0on
(0,1), then the curve G(u, v) = 0 is D4([PoPlP2Pa],Po,Pa) regular in the unit square.
Proof. D4([PoPIP2Pa],Po,Pa) consists of a family Df hyperbolas (see Figure 2.1(d)). It is
indeed a discriminating family. We now claim that every member in the family of hyperbolas
will intersect the curve G(u, v) = 0 once and only once. When s = 0 or s = 1, the curve in
that family degenerates to the bDundary of the unit square, and our claim is trivially true.





uv + (1- u)(I- v)
(3.6)
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(a) (b) (e) (d) (e)
where t E (0,1). It is not difficult to show, from (3.6), that
Hence
{: vSt+V~1 t)V(I-')t







;=0 j=oJe::~ne:;:tnj(vSt+J(1 ,)(1 t))m(V(1 ,)t+V,(1 t))n
Yf: .e:.e~-A,_;JB'::'i_,(')JB'k+n(t)
,=o;=oJe';.+ne;;.~~ '(vSt+V(1 ,)(1 t))m(V(1 ,)t+V'(1 t))n
1 m+n r:=-=-:-:-
(vSt + V(I ,)(1 t))m(V(1 s)t + V,(I t))n E{3,(sh!B'k+n(t)
.
h a 01 . 0 . a () "m e; eHa IBm+n ()/ Ie' e,,+2; ,.were pij = or J < or J > n,.,k S = L..i=O m n fJi,k-iy n+2i-k S V' m+n m+n
Hence G(u,v) = 0 is equivalent to 2:k'!on (3k(sh/B'k+n(t) = O. Under the assumptions
of this theorem and Lemma 2.2, {3,.(8) ::; 0 for k = 0,1, ... ,1- 1, f3k(S) ~ 0 for k =
I + 1, .. " m + n there exist strkt inequalities for each set of inequalities. It follows from
Lemma 2.1 that G(u, v) = 0 htui a single root t in (0,1) for any given s E (0,1). Hence the
hyperbolic in D 4 has only one intersection with the curve G(u, v) = 0 in the unit square.
The intersection point is defined by (3.7). Therefore the curve G(u,v) = 0 in the unit
square is regular. 0
The D4([PoPlP2Pa],Po,P3) regular curves are between the point qo and point qa and away
from qo and qa(see Figure 3.4(a)). They can pass through qI or q2 and can be tangent with
the edges at the vertices(see Figure 3.4(b-e)).
4 Display of Regular Algebraic Curves
Displaying parametric curves is undoubtedly easier than implicit algebraic curves. Here
we show that fast dlsplay (graphing) algorithms exist for our regular curve families. For
.8
general degree curves these algorithms depend on a root finding routine for real coefficients
polynomials equation. If the degree of the polynomial is less than 5 (these are the most
useful and important cases in CAGD), closed form solutions exist.
For the Dt ([POPtP2],P2, [PoPt]) regular curve defined by Theorem 3.1, we can evaluate
the curve as follows: For a given S E [0,1], determine t as in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
then use (3.2) to compute (O'o(s, t), at(s, t), a2(s, t)). To generate an ordered sequence of
points on the curve for computer graphics display first choose a sequence {s;} (0 = So <
S1 < ... < s/ = 1), then compute {til and finally the points {(ao(s;, t;), Ot(s;, t;), 0'2(S;, tin.
Connecting these points by lines will give a piecewise linear approximation of the curves. For
the D2([POPIP2],Pl,P2) regular curve defined by Theorem 3.2, formula (3.4) gives a closed
form for evaluating (ao, a1, a2)T, where s E [0,1] is given arbitrarily and t is determined as in
the proof of Theorem 3.2. For the D4([POP1PZP3],PO, P3) regular curve defined by Theorem
3.4, we use (3.7) to evaluate the curve. The display of the D3([POP1P2P3], [PoPt], [P2P3])
regular curves defined by Theorem 3.3 are similar.
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